We read with great interest the article published in this journal titled "Postoperative use of high flow nasal insufflation for obstructive sleep apnea: a case series" by Gobindram et al. \[[@b1-kja-19337]\], which reported the results of the use of high-flow nasal insufflation (HFNI) in the postoperative period in patients diagnosed or suspected of having moderate-to-severe obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) with a history of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) intolerance.

This case series of three patients introduces an important indication of HFNI for OSA management in postoperative hypoventilation/apnea syndrome. However, we have the following considerations for a proper interpretation of the results and their application in the development of future studies:

Limited Information on OSA Diagnosis and Prior CPAP Management
==============================================================

While case 1 had a diagnosis of severe OSA, with an apnea--hypopnea index of 104 /h, there is no information on the timing or method of the diagnosis or the associated symptoms, such as excessive daytime sleepiness, which is crucial for CPAP management. Moreover, although it was reported that the patient was non-complaint with CPAP in the past, the cause, timing, and settings were not described; therefore, it is not clear that the patient was intolerant to CPAP. Additionally, the other two patients were only suspected of having OSA and did not have a definitive diagnosis. Therefore, the generalizability of the reported findings in patients with a confirmed diagnosis of OSA is limited. Furthermore, the protocol for CPAP initiation at home before the surgery in cases 2 and 3 was not described. Mask fitting and patient education are recommended for initiation of CPAP therapy at home in patients with OSA, and it is important to troubleshoot any problems to optimize the acceptance of the therapy.

Breathing Pattern, Evaluation, Hypoventilation Apneas/Hypopneas, Postoperative Period, and Monitoring
=====================================================================================================

The information on respiratory rate in the postoperative period was provided, but it seems hypoventilation and/or apneas or hypopneas were not monitored, as described by Zhang et al. \[[@b2-kja-19337]\]. It would be useful to consider monitoring these events with methods such as capnography, which can confirm the stability of ventilation \[[@b3-kja-19337],[@b4-kja-19337]\], both before and during therapy with HFNI. This is of great importance, especially in patients with comorbidities, as in case 2.

Surgery/Indications
===================

Two patients who underwent tonsillectomy were reported. However, the indications for tonsillectomy or its association with OSA were not mentioned. While increased airway collapsibility and worsening of OSA could be a first-night effect of residual anesthesia \[[@b5-kja-19337]\], the removal of a large portion of the tonsil could relieve airway obstruction in some patients. One cannot know if the observed improvement in OSA in the postoperative phase resulted from the tonsillectomy or HFNI. This is an important factor to consider. We recommend further studies including patients who have not undergone airway surgeries, thereby eliminating the potential confounding factor of postoperative airway edema.

HFNI Flow and Oxygenation Settings
==================================

The protocol for the implementation and titration of HFNI was not fully described, including the initial and targeted peripheral capillary oxygen saturation values and the criteria for choosing the settings selected in each case. Furthermore, it needs to be elucidated whether the same HFNI flow and oxygenation would be effective in different sleep stages and body positions or would they need to be adjusted throughout the night.

In conclusion, it is critical to prevent perioperative complications in patients with OSA. With this case series, the authors introduce a new and important indication for HFNI. We believe that our comments and suggestions might be useful for the development of future studies.
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